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Purpose: Prior studies (e.g., Nath & Beauchamp, 2012) report
large individual variability in the extent to which participants
are susceptible to the McGurk effect, a prominent audiovisual
(AV) speech illusion. The current study evaluated whether
susceptibility to the McGurk effect (MGS) is related to lipreading
skill and whether multiple measures of MGS that have been
used previously are correlated. In addition, it evaluated the
test–retest reliability of individual differences in MGS.
Method: Seventy-three college-age participants
completed 2 tasks measuring MGS and 3 measures of
lipreading skill. Fifty-eight participants returned for a 2nd
session (approximately 2 months later) in which MGS was
tested again.
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Results: The current study demonstrated that MGS
shows high test–retest reliability and is correlated
with some measures of lipreading skill. In addition,
susceptibility measures derived from identification tasks
were moderately related to the ability to detect instances
of AV incongruity.
Conclusions: Although MGS is often cited as a
demonstration of AV integration, the results suggest
that perceiving the illusion depends in part on individual
differences in lipreading skill and detecting AV incongruity.
Therefore, individual differences in susceptibility to the
illusion are not solely attributable to individual differences
in AV integration ability.
S peech perception is not an exclusively auditory pro-
cess. Instead, visual information about a speaker, such
as mouth shape and facial movements, supplement the

auditory signal (Sumby & Pollack, 1954). As a result, listeners
accurately perceive speech at more difficult signal-to-noise
ratios when they can see and hear talkers relative to only
hearing them (Middelweerd & Plomp, 1987). The benefit of
the visual signal extends to many listening situations: Par-
ticipants are better able to repeat passages of complex text
when they can see the talker (Reisberg, McLean, & Goldfield,
1987), are better able to detect the presence of auditory stim-
uli at very low amplitudes when accompanied by a visual
signal (Bernstein, Auer, & Takayanagi, 2004), and are less
impaired by auditory distractors when visual information is
present (Spence, Ranson, & Driver, 2000). A classic and
compelling demonstration of the influence of the visual sig-
nal on auditory speech is the McGurk effect (McGurk &
MacDonald, 1976). In this paradigm, a video of a face uttering
a syllable is dubbed with an auditory stimulus of a different
syllable, such as a visual “ga” with an auditory “ba.” This
often causes individuals to perceive a fusion, a third syllable
that combines features of both the visual and auditory utter-
ances (i.e., “da”).

The McGurk effect is a robust illusion. For example,
it can occur when the face and voice are different genders
(Green, Kuhl, Meltzoff, & Stevens, 1991), when participants
are explicitly warned that the auditory and visual signals
may not match (Summerfield & McGrath, 1984), and even
when the auditory and visual stimuli were recorded by the
person perceiving the illusion (Aruffo & Shore, 2012). As a
result, the McGurk effect is frequently cited as evidence for
the powerful and automatic influence of the visual signal on
auditory speech (Colin et al., 2002; Easton & Basala, 1982;
Massaro, 1987; Rosenblum & Saldaña, 1996; Soto-Faraco,
Navarra, & Alsius, 2004). However, there are large inter-
subject differences in susceptibility to the illusion: The fre-
quency with which individuals perceive McGurk fusions
varies greatly (0% to 100% of trials, Nath & Beauchamp,
2012; 1% to 91% of trials, Benoit, Raij, Lin, Jääskeläinen,
& Stufflebeam, 2010; also see Cienkowski & Carney, 2002;
Jin & Carney, 2000). These results suggest that some indi-
viduals are influenced by the visual signal nearly every time
Disclosure: The authors have declared that no competing interests existed at the
time of publication.
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they are presented with a McGurk stimulus whereas others
rarely (or never) are.

The causes for the large individual differences in sus-
ceptibility to the McGurk effect (MGS) have not been de-
termined. However, models of audiovisual (AV) integration
specify at least two points during speech processing at which
individual differences might emerge: unimodal identification
and AV integration. Although implementations differ, models
of AV integration agree that participants must first extract
information from the unimodal (auditory and visual) sig-
nals and then combine the extracted information to arrive at
an AV percept (Braida, 1991; Grant & Seitz, 1998; Massaro
& Cohen, 2000; see Schwartz, Robert-Ribes, & Escudier,
1998, for a taxonomy of models of AV integration). MGS
might vary across individuals due to individual differences
in either the extraction stage or the integration stage (but
see Massaro & Cohen, 2000, for arguments against individ-
ual differences in integration ability). Classically, research
on the McGurk effect has focused on the mechanism of
integration (see Green, 1998), and indeed, perceiving a
McGurk fusion requires that integration occurs. Critically,
however, failing to perceive an AV fusion does not mean
that integration failed. Rather, the absence of a McGurk
fusion may instead be caused by inaccurate or missing in-
formation from one of the unimodal signals. Therefore, it is
not clear whether the observed variability in MGS repre-
sents individual differences in integration skill or in uni-
modal extraction ability (e.g., lipreading).

Models of AV integration would predict that poorer
lipreading skill should lead to reduced MGS (Braida, 1991;
Grant & Seitz, 1998; Massaro & Cohen, 2000), although
this prediction has not yet been empirically supported.
There are large individual differences in lipreading skill
(Auer & Bernstein, 2007; Feld & Sommers, 2009; Lyxell
& Holmberg, 2000), and poor lipreading will necessarily
limit the amount that AV recognition scores differ from
auditory-only scores. For instance, even with perfect AV
integration, if a participant fails to extract any meaningful
information from the visual signal, a McGurk fusion can-
not occur. Therefore, individuals who are poor lipreaders
may appear less susceptible to the McGurk effect simply
because they are unable to correctly identify the linguistic
information in the visual signal, and as a result, rely solely
on the auditory signal. Indeed, when participants fail to
report a McGurk fusion, they most commonly report the
auditory portion alone (Cienkowski & Carney, 2002). This
may suggest that individual differences in MGS are, in fact,
partly attributable to individual differences in lipreading
ability.

Only one prior study has collected data on MGS and
lipreading ability from the same participants (Cienkowski
& Carney, 2002) and found that lipreading ability was not
related to the number of McGurk fusions participants re-
ported. However, the lipreading materials in that study were
full sentences, which may over- or underestimate the pho-
netic information that participants extract from the visual
signal and, hence, affect their lipreading skill. For example,
in a visual-only phoneme identification task, the phonemes
S

/b/, /m/, and /p/ are very easily confusable because they use
the same place of articulation (POA; Binnie, Montgomery,
& Jackson, 1974). However, in a sentence such as “She read
an interesting book,” a lipreader need not be able to distin-
guish between the /b/, /m/, and /p/ of the word “book” to
understand the sentence because “pook” and “mook” are
not real English words. An individual who cannot distin-
guish between /b/ and /p/ in isolation may therefore perform
as well on sentence identification as an individual who can
distinguish between the two phonemes. Alternatively, full-
length sentence materials may underestimate the phonetic
information that participants can extract. For example, a
participant may be able to distinguish between two phonemes
when they are presented in isolation but become unable to
when they are presented more quickly and with greater co-
articulation in a sentence context. Therefore, it remains unclear
whether MGS, which is typically measured using syllable-
rather than sentence-length materials, depends in part on
individual differences in the ability to extract linguistic in-
formation from the visual signal. To establish whether it
is appropriate to use MGS as a measure of AV integration,
it is necessary to establish whether some of the variability
in MGS can, in fact, be attributed to unimodal extraction
ability.

Another factor that complicates the claim that MGS
is a measure of individual differences in AV integration is
that MGS has been measured in several ways, but these
measures have not been compared. In prior studies, MGS
has most commonly been quantified by showing partici-
pants multiple presentations of McGurk stimuli and asking
them to identify the syllable that they perceived (Grant &
Seitz, 1998; Nath & Beauchamp, 2012). An alternative
method of measuring MGS is to ask participants to detect
whether the auditory and visual signals are the same pho-
neme (congruent) or are different phonemes (incongruent;
Benoit et al., 2010). Highly susceptible participants are
those who report the fusion (in the case of the identification
task) or fail to notice incongruity (in the detection task). Clas-
sic work on the illusion has stressed that, when participants
perceive the illusion, they often do not detect that the audi-
tory and visual stimuli were incongruent (Summerfield &
McGrath, 1984). Given that, measures of MGS based on
identification might be expected to correlate with measures
of MGS based on incongruity detection with the assump-
tion that, when participants notice incongruity, AV inte-
gration is prevented (but see Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, &
Ward, 1996, and Soto-Faraco & Alsius, 2007, for evidence
that the McGurk effect can still occur under noticeable
temporal incongruity). This is in line with participants fol-
lowing the “unity assumption,” in which multisensory inte-
gration is more likely to occur if the two sensory sources
of information seem highly consistent with one another
(Vatakis & Spence, 2007; Welch & Warren, 1980). Indeed,
manipulations in which the incongruity is more readily ap-
parent, such as when the voice and face are of different
genders, reduce the magnitude of, but do not eliminate, the
illusion (Easton & Basala, 1982; Vatakis & Spence, 2007;
but see also Green et al., 1991).
trand et al.: Individual Differences in McGurk Susceptibility 2323
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However, other work indicates that perception of the
illusion does not depend on failing to detect the incongru-
ity: Participants may sometimes be able to detect a tempo-
ral mismatch between the auditory and visual stimuli while
still experiencing a perceptual fusion (Soto-Faraco & Alsius,
2007). In addition, evidence from neuroimaging studies dem-
onstrates that there are distinct neural systems that mediate
evaluating the relationship between cross-modal stimuli
and those that underlie integration (Miller & D’Esposito,
2005). AV integration resulted in activation in the superior
temporal sulcus and inferior frontal gyrus, whereas detect-
ing temporal correspondence of auditory and visual stimuli
tokens activated the superior colliculus, anterior intrapar-
ietal sulcus, and anterior insula, demonstrating cortical
distinctions between AV integration and incongruity detec-
tion (Miller & D’Esposito, 2005). If detecting incongruity
does not preclude AV integration, then individual differ-
ences in MGS based on incongruity tasks may not predict
individual differences in MGS based on identification tasks.
No studies to date have systematically compared indi-
vidual differences in incongruity detection tasks and iden-
tification tasks to evaluate the relationship between the
two.

Assessment of test–retest reliability of individual dif-
ferences in MGS is also absent from the literature. Given
that measures of MGS correlate with other measures of
AV integration, such as susceptibility to the illusory flash
effect (a nonspeech AV illusion; see Tremblay, Champoux,
Bacon, & Theoret, 2007) and ability to benefit from the
addition of visual information to auditory speech (Grant &
Seitz, 1998), MGS is likely to be a stable trait on which in-
dividuals reliably differ. In addition, other related percep-
tual abilities, including lipreading (Macleod & Summerfield,
1990) and speech perception in noise (Bentler, 2000) show
good test–retest reliability, so it would not be surprising to
expect the same of MGS. However, no research has system-
atically tested this hypothesis by measuring MGS in the
same participants in multiple sessions over time. Including
a measure of test–retest reliability will also provide a com-
parison point for evaluating the correlation between mea-
sures of MGS derived from identification and incongruity
detection tasks. That is, if there is a weak relationship be-
tween MGS based on identification and incongruity detec-
tion tasks, but MGS also shows poor stability over time,
it could indicate that measures of MGS are unreliable. If,
however, test–retest reliability is strong, and measures of
MGS through identification and incongruity detection tasks
are weakly correlated, it would suggest that the measures
are reliable but that identification and incongruity detection
tasks are measuring somewhat different processes.

Given the widespread use of the McGurk effect in re-
search on AV integration, the current study seeks to evalu-
ate whether MGS is in fact independent of lipreading skill
even when measures are used that are highly sensitive to
the amount of information extracted from the visual signal.
In addition, the study will test whether individual differ-
ences in MGS derived from identification and incongruity
detection tasks are comparable, following the assumption of
2324 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 57 •
earlier work that AV integration occurs when incongruity is
not detected (Summerfield & McGrath, 1984). If measures
of MGS based on syllable identification and measures based
on incongruity detection are in fact correlated, it would in-
dicate that individuals who are more likely to notice incon-
gruity between the auditory and visual stimuli are also less
likely to perceive McGurk fusions. We also evaluate test–
retest reliability of individual differences in MGS.

Method
Testing was completed in two sessions to enable test–

retest comparisons.

Session One
Participants

Seventy-three participants (57 female, 16 male) between
the ages of 18 and 22 (M = 20 years, SD = 1.3) were re-
cruited from Carleton College. All participants were native
English speakers and self-reported having normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were
compensated $10 for 1 hr of participation.

Stimuli
One male and one female with standard Midwestern

accents served as speakers for all speech materials (mate-
rials were adopted from Strand & Sommers, 2011). Stimuli
were recorded with a Cannon Elura 85 digital video cam-
era connected to a Dell Precision PC at a 16-bit resolution
and sampling rate of 48,000. Digital capture was done in
Adobe Premiere Elements 1.0, auditory stimuli were equated
for root–mean–square amplitude using Adobe Audition,
and video editing was done with iMovie (Version 9.0.9).
Visual stimuli measured 720 × 480 pixels, were presented
at 30 frames per second and showed the speakers’ head
and shoulders directly facing the camera. To create the
McGurk stimuli, we first overlaid the auditory track of
one syllable on another AV track. The new audio track was
then aligned with the original audio track to ensure that
the onset of the consonant bursts matched (Munhall et al.,
1996), and the original audio track was then deleted. Audi-
tory stimuli were presented at approximately 68 dB sound
pressure level via the computer’s internal speakers.

Procedure
All participants were tested individually and com-

pleted tasks in a consistent order: McGurk identification,
McGurk detection, lipreading consonants, and lipreading
words. Given that the focus of the study was on individual
differences, we used a consistent order for all participants
rather than counterbalancing to ensure that no experimen-
tal differences influenced the performance of individual
participants. Participants were seated in a sound-attenuating
chamber at a comfortable distance from an iMac computer
(OS X, 10.6) and were instructed to watch the face of the
speaker for all tasks; between trials, they were asked to fix-
ate on a cross positioned approximately where the mouth
2322–2331 • December 2014
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of the talker would appear. Stimulus presentation and par-
ticipant responses to the speech tasks were controlled with
PsyScope (Version X, B57). Instructions were given orally
and in writing, and participants completed five practice trials
for each task.

McGurk identification. Identification trials included
AV consonant stimuli presented in an “aCa” context. This
included congruent AV tokens (e.g., auditory “aBa” paired
with visual “aBa”) and stimuli expected to result in the
McGurk effect:1 AbVf = AVv, AbVg = AVd, AmVg = AVn,
AmVt = AVn, ApVg = AVk, ApVk = AVt, AtVb = AVp. The
congruent audiovisual tokens were /b/, /d/, /f/, /g/, /k/, /m/,
/n/, /p/, /t/, and /v/. Each participant completed 122 identifi-
cations: 80 were congruent AV tokens (10 tokens presented
four times by two speakers) and 42 were McGurk tokens
(seven tokens presented three times each by two speakers).
After presentation of the stimulus item, participants were
prompted to identify the syllable that they perceived from
among 10 possibilities (b, d, f, g, k, m, n, p, t, v), and their
responses were recorded via key press. The answer options
included all the auditory and visual stimuli as well as all
likely fusions, based on combined POA from the visual sig-
nal and voicing from the auditory signal (see Binnie et al.,
1974). Congruent and McGurk stimuli were randomly inter-
mixed but presented to all participants in the same order,
blocked by speaker.

MGS in the identification task (MGS-ID) was quan-
tified as the proportion of trials in which participants’ re-
sponses were influenced by both the visual and auditory
signal. This included reporting the expected fusion (e.g.,
AmVt = AVn) or a response that was consistent with the
POA of the visual signal and voicing of the auditory signal
(e.g., AmVt = AVd). This method of scoring MGS is some-
what more flexible than only counting optimal fusions as
correct and ensures that all responses that showed simul-
taneous influence of the auditory and visual signals are
counted as evidence of integration. However, the method
also helps ensure that responses are only counted as McGurk
fusions when they show the influence of both the auditory
and visual signals. For example, AmVt = AVv would not be
counted as a fusion because, although the participant re-
ported a different phoneme than either the auditory or the
visual signal, it does not match the POA of the visual sig-
nal, the most salient visual feature (G. A. Miller & Nicely,
1955). Following the procedures of Nath and Beauchamp
(2012) and Cienkowski and Carney (2002), trials in which
the visual stimulus alone was reported were also not counted
as fusions.

McGurk detection. The McGurk detection task was
similar to the identification task, but rather than identify-
ing the syllable that was presented, participants were asked
to report whether the auditory and visual signals matched
1Here, the auditory syllable is represented as the subscript of “A,” the
visual syllable is the subscript of “V,” and the expected perception is
the subscript of “AV.”

S

by pressing keys labeled “yes” (indicating the auditory and
visual stimuli were the same speech sound) or “no” (indi-
cating they were different) following each stimulus. The
same 122 trials (80 congruent stimuli, 42 McGurk stimuli)
were presented along with 56 incongruent AV stimuli that
were not expected to result in perceptual fusions. For ex-
ample, AgVb often results in a combination response in
which participants either report having heard “gba” or clearly
detect the mismatch (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976). Follow-
ing the procedures of Benoit et al. (2010), these trials were
included out of concern that participants who are highly sus-
ceptible to MGS might never press the “no” key (indicating
incongruity) to any of the congruent or McGurk trials. The
incongruent trials included two repetitions of seven stimuli by
each speaker, AbVt, AfVb, AgVb, AgVm, AgVp, and AkVp.

2

Although it might be preferable to present equal numbers of
stimuli to which participants would respond “congruent” and
“incongruent” to avoid response biases, the large individual
variability in the ability to detect incongruity makes this diffi-
cult. Incongruent trials were randomly intermixed with the
congruent and McGurk stimuli but presented to all partici-
pants in the same order, blocked by each speaker.

To quantify MGS in the detection task, we first cal-
culated the rates at which participants reported that the
auditory and visual signals of the McGurk stimuli were
congruent (MGS-detect), following the method of Benoit
et al. (2010). Higher values of MGS-detect indicate that
participants were less likely to notice the incongruity be-
tween the auditory and visual signals. Although rates of
responding that McGurk stimuli are congruent may be inter-
preted as a measure of how often participants are integrating
the mismatched auditory and visual stimuli, a limitation of
this measure is that response biases can significantly distort the
results. For example, participants who respond “incongru-
ent” in every trial, regardless of stimulus type, would appear
to have very low rates of MGS but would also be incorrect
on every congruent trial.

In order to incorporate individual differences in re-
sponding to both the McGurk stimuli and the congruent
stimuli, we also calculated d 0 values (Macmillan & Creelman,
2004; for other applications of d 0 in speech perception re-
search, see Iverson et al., 2003; Kaplan-Neeman, Kishon-
Rabin, Henkin, & Muchnik, 2006). These values (MGS-d 0)
were calculated using both the rates at which participants
incorrectly reported that the auditory and visual signals of
the McGurk stimuli were congruent (i.e., the MGS-detect
measure or false alarms in the language of signal detection
theory) as well as the rates at which participants correctly
reported that the congruent auditory and visual signals were
congruent (i.e., hits). Given that d 0 represents the extent to
which a participant is able to discriminate between the two
trial types (congruent and McGurk stimuli), the highest
2We do not report expected perceptions for the incongruent trials
because we did not anticipate participants reporting fusions for these
trials.

trand et al.: Individual Differences in McGurk Susceptibility 2325
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MGS-d 0 values are generated when a participant consis-
tently reports that the congruent stimuli are congruent and
the McGurk stimuli are incongruent. Following the recom-
mendations of Brown and White (2005) and Hautus (1995),
we applied the log-linear rule transformation and added
0.5 to each cell before calculating d 0 values. This enables
d 0 values to be calculated from responses in which individ-
ual participants show 100% hit rates. Although MGS-detect
and MGS-d 0 will necessarily be correlated because one is
derived from the other, both measures are reported in the
results because MGS-detect has been reported previously as
a measure of integration (Benoit et al., 2010) and MGS-d 0

offers some additional computational benefits (see Results).
We did not analyze the incongruent filler trials.

Lipreading consonants. Participants identified 120 tri-
als of visual-only consonants in an “aCa” context: six pre-
sentations of the 10 consonants used as congruent stimuli
in the McGurk tasks produced by the same two speakers
used in the McGurk tasks. After each trial, participants
were asked to identify the syllable using the same 10 op-
tions as in the McGurk identification task. All participants
saw the stimuli in the same randomized order, blocked by
speaker.

Accuracy in the consonant identification task (LR-C)
was quantified as the proportion of trials in which partici-
pants selected the appropriate consonant. We also calcu-
lated the proportion of trials in which each participant
correctly identified the POA of the phoneme, using the
groupings {b, m, p} {f, v} and {d, n, t} {k, g}. POA is the
feature most easily identified in lipread speech, and there-
fore, participants are far more likely to correctly identify
the POA but misidentify information about voicing than the
reverse pattern (Jackson, 1988). For example, for the LR-C
score, a response of /p/ when presented with /b/ would be
counted as incorrect, but for the POA score (LR-POA), it
would count as correct. LR-POA scores are informative be-
cause they help assess the amount of information that was
extracted from the visual signal: An incorrect response that
shares the POA with the stimulus phoneme shows that the
participant extracted more salient information out of the
visual signal than an incorrect response that does not share
the POA.

Lipreading words. Participants identified 60 visual-
only consonant–vowel–consonant words (30 by each speaker).
These stimuli were chosen from a larger set of words used in
a prior study (Strand & Sommers, 2011) and were selected
because they rendered a range of lipreading difficulty in that
study (0%–83% accuracy,M = 36, SD = 22). All stimuli were
presented at the end of a carrier phrase (“say the word . . .”).
Participants lipread the sentence and were then prompted to
type a free response identifying the final word. They were
encouraged to guess when unsure. All participants saw the
stimuli in the same randomized order, blocked by speaker.
Accuracy in this task (LR-W) was quantified as the propor-
tion of trials in which participants identified the word cor-
rectly. Prior to scoring, obvious typographical errors (e.g.,
“cat”) and homophonous entries (e.g., “four” instead of
“for”) were corrected.
2326 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 57 •
Session Two
Participants

All participants from session one were invited to partici-
pate in a follow-up session. Fifty-eight participants (49 female,
nine male) between the ages of 18 and 22 (M = 19.88, SD =
1.27) completed this session.3 The sessions were an average
of 61 days apart. Participants were compensated $5 for 30 min
of participation.
Procedure
Participants completed the McGurk identification task

following the same procedures as in session one but with a
re-randomized order of stimuli.
Results
Individual Variability

Replicating prior research (e.g., Benoit et al., 2010;
Nath & Beauchamp, 2012), we found large individual vari-
ability in MGS when measured in both the identification
task and the detection task. In the identification task, indi-
vidual participants reported fused responses to McGurk
stimuli in 0%–64% of trials (M = 24, SD = 16) in session
one and in 2%–79% of trials (M = 24, SD = 18) in session
two. The stimuli produced by the female speaker resulted
in significantly more McGurk fusions (M = 27, SD = 19)
than the male speaker (M = 22, SD = 16), t(71) = 2.63,
p = .01, and a Levene’s test revealed that the variability
was somewhat larger for the female speaker than for the
male, t(71) = 2.1, p = .03. The two talkers were not screened
for equivalent visual intelligibility, and given established
differences in how easy speakers are to lipread (Conrey &
Gold, 2006), these differences in the rates of McGurk fu-
sions may be attributable to speaker idiosyncrasies. When
presented with McGurk stimuli, participants reported AV
fusions in 24% of trials, with 23% reporting the expected fu-
sion and 1% reporting a response consistent with POA of
visual signal and voicing of the auditory signal. They re-
ported the audio signal alone in 66% of trials, the visual sig-
nal alone in 6% of trials, and an unrelated response in 4%
of trials.

Participants also showed large variability in MGS in
the detection task, with MGS-detect scores (proportion of
trials in which participants reported McGurk trials were
congruent) ranging from 11% to 75% (M = 33, SD = 19).
Similarly, MGS-d 0 scores (which include information about
MGS-detect rates as well as rates of correctly identifying
congruent trials are congruent) ranged from 0.41 to 3.45
(M = 2.43, SD = 0.71). A d 0 score of zero would indicate
that participants responded “congruent” equally often for
congruent and McGurk trials, and a score of 4.65 would
2322–2331 • December 2014
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indicate that participants responded “congruent” on 99%
of congruent trials and on only 1% of McGurk trials.

Responses to congruent trials in the identification task
showed very high accuracy, with scores ranging from 95%
to 100% (M = 99, SD = 1). This indicates that the speech
stimuli were intelligible, and participants were attending to
the task. In the detection task, hit rates (responding that
congruent trials were congruent) were also high, with scores
ranging from 75% to 100% (M = 97, SD = 4). Because the
hit rates showed less variability than the false alarm rates,
it suggests that MGS-d 0 values are primarily influenced by
rates at which participants responded that McGurk stimuli
were congruent.

Test–Retest Reliability
MGS-ID scores were positively skewed and so were

log transformed prior to analysis. Individual differences in
MGS-ID was significantly correlated in sessions one and
two, r = .77, p < .001 (see Figure 1), demonstrating good
test–retest reliability. MGS-ID scores did not differ between
session 1 and session 2, t (57) = 0.20, p = .85; Cohen’s d =
0.14. Given that 20% of participants did not return for the
second session, the measures of MGS-ID from the second
session are not reported on further.

MGS-ID and MGS-d 0

Like MGS-ID, MGS-detect was positively skewed and
so was log transformed prior to analysis. Both MGS-detect
and MGS-d 0 were significantly correlated with MGS-ID, al-
though the magnitude of the correlations was relatively small
(see Figure 2). The positive correlation between MGS-detect
and MGS-ID indicates that participants who were more
likely to perceive fusions in the identification task were also
moderately more likely to report that the auditory and visual
signals in McGurk trials were congruent. Because higher
MGS-d 0 values indicate greater discrimination between
Figure 1. Test–retest reliability of McGurk effect in the identification
task (MGS-ID).

S

congruent and McGurk stimuli, the negative correlation be-
tween MGS-ID and MGS-d 0 indicates that participants
who were more likely to report fusions on McGurk identifi-
cation trials were slightly worse at discriminating between
congruent and McGurk trials in the detection task. That is,
participants who showed more similar response patterns to
McGurk and congruent trials in the detection task were
also more likely to report fusions in the identification task.

MGS and Lipreading
In line with previous research (Auer & Bernstein, 2007;

Feld & Sommers, 2009; Tye-Murray, Sommers, & Spehar,
2007), participants showed large individual variability in
lipreading scores. Word identification scores ranged from
2% to 55% correct (M = 25, SD = 12), consonant identifi-
cation scores ranged from 28% to 49% correct (M = 38,
SD = 5), and the consonant POA scores ranged from 72%
to 99% correct (M = 88, SD = 7). Although lipreading scores
differ across studies based on the number of response options
(Watson, Qiu, Chamberlain, & Li, 1996), speaker intelligi-
bility (Conrey & Gold, 2006; Kricos, 1985), and the popu-
lation tested (Auer & Bernstein, 2007), these ranges are
comparable to other published reports of individual variabil-
ity in lipreading words (Sommers, Tye-Murray, & Spehar,
2005; Strand & Sommers, 2011), consonants (Demorest,
Bernstein, & DeHaven, 1996; Feld & Sommers, 2011), and
consonant POA (Jackson, 1988; Owens & Blazek, 1985). As
expected from prior work (Bernstein, Demorest, & Tucker,
2000), the three measures of lipreading (LR-C, LR-POA,
and LR-W) were all significantly intercorrelated (see Table 1).

Neither lipreading consonants nor lipreading words
correlated with MGS-ID, but the more sensitive measure of
accuracy at identifying POA was significantly correlated
with MGS-ID, with better lipreaders showing greater sus-
ceptibility to the illusion. All three measures of lipreading
were significantly correlated with MGS-d 0, with better lip-
readers showing better discrimination between congruent
and McGurk trials in the detection task. Measures of lip-
reading were also correlated with MGS-detect, with better
lipreaders being more likely to notice incongruity when it
occurred, although the correlation with LR-POA failed to
reach significance ( p = .10).

Given the multicollinearity between measures of MGS
in the detection task and the lipreading measures, we con-
ducted a hierarchical multiple regression to assess whether
both accounted for unique variance in MGS-ID. MGS-d 0

added in the first step of the regression accounted for 7%
(b = −.26, p = .03) of the variance in MGS-ID. In the sec-
ond step, all three measures of lipreading were entered in
stepwise fashion. The model selected LR-POA as the most
powerful of the lipreading variables, which accounted for
an additional 17% (b = .44, p < .001) of unique variance
in MGS-ID, indicating that the relationship between LR-
POA and MGS-ID was strengthened when MGS-d 0 was
controlled for. When the other measures of lipreading were
forced in as the second step (instead of LR-POA), they also
accounted for significant variance in MGS-ID (8% of the
trand et al.: Individual Differences in McGurk Susceptibility 2327



Figure 2. The relationship between individual differences in MGS-ID and MGS-detect (left) and between MGS-ID and MGS-d 0 (right).
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variance for LR-C, b = .30, p = .02; 9% of the variance for
the LR-W, b = .33, p = .01). If d 0 was entered after the POA
measure instead of before it, it accounted for an additional
14% of the variance, indicating that the relationship between
MGS-ID and MGS-d 0 becomes stronger when controlling
for individual differences in lipreading.

A parallel analysis with the MGS-detect measure ren-
dered a very similar pattern of results. MGS-detect accounted
for 17% of variance in MGS-ID in the first step (b = .41,
p < .001), and a stepwise model selected the POA measure as
the most powerful predictor of the lipreading measures, ac-
counting for an additional 16% of variance (b = .41, p < .001).
When the consonant or word tasks were forced in the sec-
ond step instead of the POA measure, both accounted for
an additional 8% (b = .29, p = .01 for both) of unique vari-
ance. When MGS-detect was instead entered in the second
step of the regression after LR-C/POA, it accounted for an ad-
ditional 23% of the variance in MGS-ID (b = .49, p < .001).

Discussion
These results replicate and extend previous research

demonstrating large intersubject variability in MGS
Table 1. Correlations among measures of susceptibility to the
McGurk effect (MGS) and lipreading.

MGS-d′ MGS-detect LR-C LR-POA LR-W

MGS-ID −.26* .41** .14 .32** .15
MGS-d ′ −.81** .42** .31** .45**
MGS-detect −.30** −.19 −.29*
LR-C .71** .63**
LR-POA .65**

*p < .05. **p < .001.

LR-C = lipreading consonants; LRC-POA = lipreading correct place
of articulation in consonant task; LR-W = lipreading words
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(Benoit et al., 2010; Nath & Beauchamp, 2012). Although
prior work has identified large individual variability in
MGS, this study is the first to identify a relationship be-
tween MGS and lipreading skill. In addition, these results
establish that individual differences in identification and
detection are only moderately correlated, which suggests
that individual differences in perceiving McGurk fusions
does not entirely depend on failing to detect AV incongru-
ity (see also Soto-Faraco & Alsius, 2007).

Although models of AV integration (Braida, 1991;
Grant & Seitz, 1998; Massaro & Cohen, 2000) would pre-
dict that poorer lipreaders should perceive fewer AV fusions,
this is the first empirical demonstration of that relationship.
Good lipreading ability was associated with greater suscepti-
bility in the identification task but poorer susceptibility in
the detection task, shown by higher d 0 scores and lower false
alarm rates. Therefore, good lipreaders are more likely to
perceive fusions but also more likely to notice incongruity
when it occurs. This finding is somewhat surprising as it
means better lipreaders are both more and less susceptible
to the McGurk effect, depending on how MGS is measured.
This may suggest that task demands influence the strategies
that good lipreaders are using. When the task is comprehen-
sion, better lipreaders use the information they extract from
the visual signal to supplement the auditory signal. When
the task is incongruity detection, extracting more informa-
tion from the visual signal allows better evaluation of whether
the visual and auditory signals are consistent. One reason
that the relationship between MGS and lipreading may have
emerged here and not in prior work (Cienkowski & Carney,
2002) is the measures of lipreading used. The POA mea-
surement in the lipreading task allows for a much more fine-
grained analysis of the information the participant was able
to extract from the visual signal. Therefore, it may be more
sensitive to individual differences in lipreading skill than
sentence-length measures, which also include semantic and
grammatical cues.
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Although this study demonstrates that MGS-ID and
lipreading are not wholly independent, it is important to
note that the relationship is rather weak. This may suggest
that individual differences in MGS depend in part on uni-
modal extraction ability but also on other individual differ-
ence variables, which may include integration skill, although
the current study cannot evaluate this claim. The links be-
tween MGS and lipreading also suggest that future studies
seeking to quantify integration ability should measure lip-
reading skill to ensure that measures of MGS are separate
from measures of visual-only identification.

The direct comparison of measures of MGS in identi-
fication and detection tasks revealed that individual variabil-
ity in the two tasks is moderately correlated. This provides
some support for the claim that fusions are less likely to
occur when individuals notice incongruity. However, given
the only modest relationship between MGS-ID and detec-
tion measures, it is clear that detecting incongruity does
not preclude perceiving an AV fusion. The strong test–
retest correlations of MGS-ID suggest good reliability of
measuring MGS, so the relatively weaker correlations
between MGS-ID and measures of detection suggest un-
resolved individual differences underlying completion of the
two tasks. Because participants were not explicitly alerted
to the fact that incongruity may occur in the identification
task but were in the detection task, it is possible that task
demands were influencing the differences. Until the explana-
tions for task differences become clearer, future studies
should use caution when making generalizations about
MGS from studies that measure MGS with identification
versus detection paradigms.

Although the detection task in the current study asked
participants to determine whether the auditory and visual
speech tokens matched, the results are reminiscent of stud-
ies that ask participants to determine whether the auditory
and visual speech tokens are aligned in time. These studies
have found that relatively large temporal asynchronies
in the auditory and visual stimuli of congruent speech
(Dixon & Spitz, 1980; Massaro, Cohen, & Smeele, 1996;
McGrath & Summerfield, 1985) and McGurk stimuli
(Kösem & van Wassenhove, 2012; Munhall et al., 1996)
may still be perceived as synchronous, and McGurk fu-
sions may occur even when the auditory and visual sig-
nals are significantly misaligned (Munhall et al., 1996).
Furthermore, perceiving that auditory and visual stimuli
are temporally congruent does not guarantee that a McGurk
fusion will occur (van Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel,
2007). Taken together, the temporal alignment findings
and the current research suggest that detecting incongruity
in auditory and visual signals does not preclude McGurk
fusions from occurring.

The correlation between MGS-d 0 and MGS-ID was
smaller than the correlation between MGS-detect and MGS-
ID. One explanation for this may be a computational limita-
tion of the d 0 value. The maximum d 0 score obtained in the
study was 3.45, which indicated that participants correctly
identified every congruent stimulus as congruent and correctly
identified all but four McGurk stimuli as incongruent. For
S

all seven subjects who showed a d 0 score of 3.45, these four
false alarms were to the stimuli AbaVfa = AVva (two produced
by each speaker). Other participants did correctly note that
those stimuli were incongruent, but they also had misses (in-
dicating congruent stimuli were incongruent). Given that
this created a ceiling effect at 3.45, the smaller relationship
between MGS-d 0 and MGS-ID than between MGS-detect
and MGS-ID might simply be attributable to a restriction
of range. Measures of d 0 are most useful when participants
show variability in responding to both congruent and in-
congruent tasks. In this case, however, there was relatively
little variability in hit rates; that is, most participants cor-
rectly identified all congruent trials as congruent. Therefore,
MGS-detect may provide a more accurate assessment of
the relationship between detection and identification tasks
than MGS-d 0.

Of particular note was the finding that the relation-
ship between MGS-ID and lipreading was strengthened
when the detection measures were controlled for. This indi-
cates that participants who showed the highest MGS-ID
scores tended to be good lipreaders who were also less likely
to detect incongruity in the detection task. The finding is
particularly surprising because lipreading was correlated
with the detection measures, with better lipreaders show-
ing better incongruity detection. This finding may suggest
that MGS-ID depends in part on the ability to extract
relevant information from the visual signal and also on
failing to notice the incongruity in auditory and visual
signals.

Approximately a third of the variability in MGS-ID
was accounted for by measures of MGS-detect and lip-
reading. Lipreading skill has been linked to cognitive abili-
ties, such as working memory and processing speed (Feld
& Sommers, 2009), but it is not clear whether these mea-
sures or other cognitive tasks also predict MGS. Indeed,
the only behavioral tasks that have been demonstrated to
correlate with MGS are other measures of AV integration
(Tremblay et al., 2007) or speech perception (Grant &
Seitz, 1998). Although the current study suggests that some
of the variability in MGS is attributable to lipreading skill,
explanations for the remaining variability in MGS remain
unknown. Future work should explore the cognitive or per-
ceptual mechanisms underlying the remaining individual
variability in MGS.

Quantifying the ability to integrate auditory and vi-
sual information has both theoretical and clinical implica-
tions. Given that individual differences in MGS persist even
after controlling for individual differences in lipreading abil-
ity, models of AV speech perception may be improved by
including a mechanism that treats integration as an individ-
ual difference variable. Individual differences in integration
ability also have clinical implications. Individuals who dif-
fer in the extent to which they integrate AV information
may benefit from different methods of training and educa-
tion following hearing loss. Future work should also ad-
dress whether the extent to which individuals are able to
integrate audiovisually may be improved with training or
practice.
trand et al.: Individual Differences in McGurk Susceptibility 2329
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